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Abstract - The smart handle is designed to be a Human-

Machine Interface (HMI) specifically designed to be 

used with exoskeletons but could have applications to 

control other pieces of complex machinery.  This second-

generation design fixes key design flaws of the first and 

explores different ways of achieving the same result—a 

handle that can detect the forces applied to it and 

transfer it as data to a neural network.  The first 

generation used linear strain gauges along segments of a 

segmented handle, this generation will focus on triaxial 

force detection from pieces on the top and bottom of the 

handle that deform when forces are applied to the shaft.  

There are two prototypes designed that fit this definition 

of the second-generation smart handle. These two 

designs cover two routes the smart handle can follow, 

one of high quantity data collection and one of 

minimalist data collection. 

I. INTRODUCTION  

With the advance of technology, ways of controlling 
that technology get more and more complex.  People try to 

simplify the control of innovations with the use of Human-

Machine Interfaces.  HMIs can be complex themselves, so 

much so that people must learn or get certified on the use of 

them, such as for aviation controls or crane operation.  

Many HMIs are designed to be simple themselves, to make 

the use of these complex machine more straightforward.  

HMIs cover a vast spectrum.  They could be levers, 

switches, computers, tablets or even other more innovative 

devices. 

The smart handle’s goal is to be an innovative HMI that 

is intuitive in its use.  Ideally, the smart handle would be 

used to control upper extremity exoskeletons, but it has the 

potential to be applied to many different pieces of 

machinery.  The smart handle will be gripped by the 

operator; when he or she attempts to move the smart handle, 

they will apply forces on the handle that the handle will 

identify.  The smart handle, working in conjunction with a 

neural network system, will interpret the force data that the 

operator applied.  It would be able to ascertain how the 

person wants to move the handle.  If the handle detects 

vertical forces, the network will know the person wants to 

lift—or lower—the handle. In addition, the neural network 

would identify the method in which the forces were applied, 

such as elbow flexion for a lifting and pulling force. Using 

this information, the system could then reflect that 

movement to the connected machine. 

II. PROTOTYPE DESIGNS 

A.  Strain Gauge Design 

 
Fig 1. The strain gauge design 

 

The strain gauge design uses 48 strain gauges 

positioned at key points of the physical model in order to 

detect how the material deforms in those areas. The strain 

gauges used in this design are linear model strain gauges 

(1033-MMF404326-ND, Micro-Measurements, Raleigh, 

NC). They were chosen to be used mainly for their high 

strain range and size. These gauges are applied onto the top 

and bottom base pieces of the model, with 2 gauges on 

every face of the connecting pieces. The gauges on opposite 

sides of each connecting piece are grouped together into a 

single full-bridge Wheatstone bridge circuit which acts as a 

single data point. This results in 12 Wheatstone bridge 

circuits returning 12 real-time data points for the neural 

network to read.  

The physical model for this design was made with this 

base piece in mind. By affixing the center of the base piece 

to the handle while holding the outside ring of it in place, 

the connecting pieces can experience micro strain that 

describe the force put on the handle. 



 
Fig. 1 Computer models of strains the base piece could experience 

when put under different forces 

 

By comparing the data gained from all 12 data points, 

the neural network would be to ascertain a detailed 

description of the strains caused by the forces put on the 

handle, and then describe the motion enacted upon the 

handle that caused the forces.  

 

 B. Pre-Made Load Cell Design 

 
Fig. 3 The load cell design 

 

The load cell design is another triaxial based design, but 

instead of a hand machined base piece to experience strain 

from the user-applied forces, it consists of six single-axis 

load cells—two sets of three—aligned ninety degrees from 

each other to simulate two triaxial load cells attached to the 

top and bottom of the handle.  The load cells used in this 

design are S-shaped load cells produced by CALT: DYLY-

103-50K (CALT, Nanyuan, China). These load cells work 

in tension and compression, allowing them to give positive 

and negative values so that the neural network can 

differentiate between pushes and pulls.  By comparing the 

values obtained, similarly to how it is calculated in the strain 

gauge design, it can determine the direction of the intended 

force. 

 
Fig. 2 Diagram of the DYLY-103-50K load cell 

III. ELECTRICAL DESIGN 

 
Fig. 3 Model of the electrical circuit 

 

Both prototypes use similar electrical designs to 

translate the data gathered from the load cells/strain gauges 

into the neural network system. They are both routed to 

Wheatstone bridge circuits—ones particularly suited to 

force determination—before being amplified and sent to the 

Arduino MEGA as an analog input. From the Arduino 

MEGA (Arduino, Scarmagno, Italy), the data is processed 

and sent via USB to a computer running LABVIEW 

(National Instruments, Austin, TX). 

 
Fig. 4 Block diagram of the system 

 
The main focus of this design was to allow the force 

data obtained to be compared against force patterns for types 
of motion that the user’s hand would initiate.  These patterns 
would have to be determined prior to the comparison, but 
once obtained would allow the smart handle to determine the 
intended motion of the user and actuate upper body 
exoskeletons to affect this motion.   

IV. CONCLUSION 

These two designs explore different ways to expand the 

concept behind the first-generation smart handle. The load 

cell design shows promise in its simplicity and lower 
amount of data while the strain gauge design offers greater 

functionality at a greater cost to construct and a significant 

amount of data. 
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